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▸Engine research platform with a medium speed Wärtsilä 4L20 

diesel engine with common rail modification

▸ 900 - 1000 RPM, maximum power 800 kW, Speedgoat engine control

▸Electricity produced supplied to the local grid

▸University of Vaasa personnel involved:

▸ Professor Seppo Niemi, Mr. Lauri Nyystilä, Mrs. Sonja Heikkilä, Mr. Olav 

Nilsson, Mr. Janne Suomela and Dr. Teemu Ovaska

VEBIC ICE laboratory
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▸The purpose of this demonstrator was to showcase that the proposed edge 

system works in a laboratory environment before a real world installation. 

▸ In addition, it had to be decided what data should be collected and 

processed with edge analytics. 

▸How can we make vessel engine operation more automated? What is 

needed to operate an unmanned engine room?

▸ Is there a need for new sensors? What can we achieve with the existing 

data system? Finding and acknowledging the weak spots.

VEBIC demonstrator overview 
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▸ The weak spots were acknowledged by going through the maintenance schedule for 

Wärtsilä 4L20 engine and discussions with experts:

▸ Jouko Leppänen and Vesa Hilakari, experts, Wärtsilä Technical Service

▸ Vibrations, leakages, acoustic follow-up, lube oil quality

▸ Jonas Teir, Wasaline, CTO

▸ 2/3 of problems in engine rooms are related to equipment and systems outside of the engine

▸ Cooling water temperature, pressure differences in fuel oil, lube oil and cooling water systems

▸ Kari Saine, Wärtsilä, expert in engine vibrations and noises

▸ In sound measurements three microphones installed around the engine will give a good picture what is happening 

inside the engine

▸ For vibrations, accelerometers could cover cylinder vibrations and turbocharger bearings. A pulse sensor to measure 

crankshaft vibrations.

Engine room weak spots
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Critical points for autonomous
engine room

▸ Lube oil quality

▸ Air intake filter pressure drop

▸ Draining of the starting air vessels and 

treatment units

▸ Water cleaning of compressor & 

turbine

▸ Oil level in the governor

▸ Maintenance of control mechanism

▸ Sound and vibration monitoring

▸ Oil level in the sump

▸ Automatic prelubrication

▸ Cooling water quality & leakages

▸ Water level in the expansion tank

▸ Fuel and lube oil pressure over filters

▸ Cylinder firing pressure

▸ Flammable detection

▸ Fume detection

▸ Fuel and lube oil leaks
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Following up with critical points

▸ General engine condition monitoring

▸ Using vibration & sound sensors

▸ Monitoring water level in the expansion

tank

▸ Use upper and lower limit alarms

▸ Detection of hydrocarbons and exhaust

gas

▸ Testing FLIR AX8 thermal camera

▸ Leaked fuel oil quantity

▸ Using upper and lower limit sensors. 

▸ Fuel and lube oil pressure over the

filter

▸ Using existing sensors

▸ Cylinder firing pressure

▸ Change of sensors planned for 

compatibility with Speedgoat system. 

Faster cylinder data from KiBox
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Critical points & data

▸ Some of the listed critical points were missing

from the VEBIC engine and thus ignored

▸ The existing data collection system was used to 

manually move and store data in AWS S3 

bucket. 

▸ Need for local automated processing of this

data was noted. Plans to collect the data from

Speedgoat using Modbus TCP/IP initiated.

▸ Kistler KiBox is a source for fast cylinder data. 

Connecting to Adlink seen as a possibility.
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VEBIC monitoring system

▸Adlink MXE-5401/M16G industrial PC

▸Operating on Linux distribution

CentOS 7

▸ InfluxDB time series database for 

data collection and visualization

▸2 x Bosch XDK 3D-acceleration 

sensors

▸FLIR AX8 thermal camera
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▸The two Bosch XDK110 sensor packs were installed

on the 4L20 engine

▸Connected to Adlink via wifi network

▸Location for the second XDK changed after the

initial installation position; did not give any

valuable information

▸ In later stage of this project, a Raspberry Pi

was installed to make the system alike

the one at Wasaline

Vibration monitoring system
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Proof of concept for Bosch XDK as a vibration sensor. Stable engine run for 300 s.
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Keeping track of data
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From June 2019 onward saving and uploading critical measurement points to S3 bucket started. 
The signal list evolved to include the reason behind engine runs and remarks from mentioned
engine runs. Checklist of data storage situation was also kept with timestamps of engine operation.



▸Combining engine and vibration data from engine runs, Edupower Oy Ab 

built a neural network system trying to predict current vibration levels

from current engine state data

▸Purpose is to use the network to provide a baseline for expected

vibration levels, and possibly discrepancy between expected and actual

vibration levels as an indication of an anomalous situation

Using engine data to predict
vibration levels
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Results for 10 
prominent

frequencies



Blue: actual vibration amplitude measured by XDK
Red: vibration amplitude predicted by the network

18 Hz 33 Hz



Blue: actual vibration amplitude measured by XDK
Red: vibration amplitude predicted by the network

42 Hz
48 Hz



Blue: actual vibration amplitude measured by XDK
Red: vibration amplitude predicted by the network

60 Hz 69 Hz



Blue: actual vibration amplitude measured by XDK
Red: vibration amplitude predicted by the network

75 Hz
81 Hz



Blue: actual vibration amplitude measured by XDK
Red: vibration amplitude predicted by the network

150 Hz
99 Hz



Thoughts on results

▸ In this experiment only 10 

prominent frequencies were

observed. In more comprehensive

case the whole spectrum should

be examined

▸Results are promising, thus more

work and fine tuning are required
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Leakage detection

▸The FLIR AX8 thermal camera was used to test

if exhaust gas leakages can be detected

▸The initial test set-up was concluded to have

too small leakage to be noticable from the

camera footage.

▸For the second test set-up, a larger leakage

was produced and video materials were

analyzed with AI methods by Top Data Science.
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▸The used visual learning and AI methods 

could not differentiate between the cases of 

leak and no leakage with sufficient accuracy.

▸The main reason being that human eye could 

not distinguish between these two cases. It is 

not impossible for the AI to detect something 

from the footage that the human can’t but 

chances are slim. 

Leakage detection results
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Leakage area



▸The test set-up could futher be modified to direct the leakage towards

lower temperature background and alter camera position.

▸A question was raised if the used camera could detect exhaust gas

leakages at all. The use of sniffers, hyperspectral cameras and gas

detection cameras were also explored for future experiments. 

Improvements for exhaust gas
leakage test
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Hyper CAM FLIR G300 a Honeywell Sensepoint XCD



▸ We acquired high-grade vibration sensors and microphones to verify the data that we get from

XDK’s and to note what we cannot see due to the very limited maximum frequency of 500 Hz. 

However, with this equipment a multi-channel analyzer was required and every option to get our

hands into one seemed too far off. Eventually, opportunity to use one arrived, but the engine

stayed under maintenance until the end of this project

▸ Continuous measurement of oil level in the sump was planned, replacing a low-limit sensor. 

Upon installation it was discovered to require a completely new rack and was thus abandoned.

▸ Problems with the engine and long downtimes

▸ During some engine runs the XDK’s stopped working before critical engine failures occurred, 

causing loss of vital data

▸ Liquid leakage detection experiments were never completed

What didn’t go as planned
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▸The possibility to gather fast cylinder pressure data through KiBox was

investigated and concluded that data can be transferred from CAN-bus

9-pin D-SUB connector via CAN USB interface connector. Example of such

device: Kvaser Leaf Light HS v2. 

▸Continuous data collection system is being developed currently for the

purpose of gathering and processing of critical data points. Will help in 

future edge development processes and predictive maintenance.

▸Work in progress for methods to reliably detect gaseous leakages in 

engine room. Results should shed light on what is currently the optimal

method for an unmanned engine room.

For the future
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